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- Not as old as the market has been successful in establishing a reputation in quite a short span of time. Prime attraction feel which exactly replicate that of Alphabay. Has 3550+ products, and is pretty secure. Like Alphabay, it offers the Withdrawal PIN (6 digit), Escrow as well as Multisig! Major currencies Bitcoin, Litecoin and well as Monero are accepted.

- Secure- Offers PGP encryption, Escrow and Wallet-less deposits. It’s product-rich and offers Drugs (over 10 sub-categories), other Digital Goods all totalling up to 700+ listings. Disputes, total orders and reviews from other users and ratings for vendors are displayed as well. It’s option-rich and allows for payments via Bitcoin and Monero.

Arguably the oldest in terms of age, established reputation and product listings with as many as 121000+ individual products listed. Offers Escrow, Multisig, Withdrawal code as well as PGP for user and account security. Requires a 0.1BTC vendor bond. Accepts BTC, BTH, as well as XMR (Monero) as payment currencies.

- The only market to highly active vendors and buyers. Boasts 500+ products, with Drugs dominating the stocks quantitatively. 2-FA, Escrow and PGP-encryption not only available, but are a “must”. Ensures product-quality via various measures. Vendor accounts are free and 1-click upgrades from usual accounts offered. 5% vender fee/sale required. Vendor transparency and Search functionality are present. Only Monero payments accepted.

- Uses a traditional DNM interface, spiked with an advanced search feature which make finding products extremely easy and fast. Anything normally associated with a DNM can be found on Berlusconi; although with exceptions. Payment modes include BTC, LTC and XMR. Is a registration-only market. Does offer 2-FA, Escrow, Multisig, PIN and probably wallet-less deposits in the near future.

Security features include 2-FA and Multisig, it requires funds to be deposited only at the time of a purchase, not prior to it making sure the market can’t exit-scam. Transparency too is adequate, vendor profiles can be verified for reviews, feedbacks, disputes etc. before making a purchase. As for products, it has 1112 products in total, in 11 categories which include Drugs, Electronics, Hosting, Counterfeits, Electronic goods etc.
2C-B - Ketamine

Showing all 7 results

Default sorting

2C-B Crystals – 0.5gr
€44.95

2C-B Crystals – 10gr
€599.95

2C-B Crystals – 1gr
€74.95

2C-B Crystals – 25gr
€1,249.95
2C-B Crystals – 25gr

€1,249.95

Out of stock

Category: 2C-B - Ketamine
M-Cats 220mg 4-MMC – 100 Units
€99.95

Category: *** Bulk Promo*** Mcat 4-MMC Pills
Blue M-Cats 220mg 4-MMC - 100 Units

€99.95

Total

€104.45

UPDATE CART
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